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On March 31 SPSU held Town

FlaIl meeting with the purpose of

addressing the qoestions and eon-

eenis of the student faculty and

staff popnlation An incredible

amount of information was avail-

ahle at the event including floor

plans rendered images ofthe eom
pleted building projects project

completion dates and so on Topics

covered were new infrastructure

plans engineering technology

center architecture studio parking

deck student housing dining hall

pedestrian walkway and special

interest housing In this issue of

The Sting you will find articles that

cover the highlights ofthe event

projects are aiming to meet the

silver and gold standards of the

Leadership in Energy and Lnviron

mental Design LEED initiative

nationally recognized third-party

program that recognizes building

and landscape designs that are ef

ficient and sustainable
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Jut in timehr FinalS.

2010 ETC
Architects from Cooper Carry

shared their plans for the new studio

annex and Engineering Thchnology

Center ETC
The new stiirlio annex sits

down hill from the current first year

studio and will house the second

year architecture students First and

mal outdoor studio

The ETC building will house

classes from the Computer En-

gineering Technology Electrical

Engineering Technology Me-

chanical Engineering Technology

Telecommunications Engineering

Technology and Mechatronics En-

gineering programs Students will

gain thirty-six new laboratories

machine shop welding shop and

automotive shop

David Sluder

Free Lance Writer

OnApril 14th the Unrversity System

of Georgia IJSG released doco

ment detailing their snrprising dcci-

sion to suspend the Fixed-for-Four

prograni for new freshmen Other de

cisons were made regarding the cost

of tuition all resulting in an increase

for students Many of the decisions

were university-specific so heres

the summary of SPSUs changes

continuepayingthe $iOO institutional

fee first paid Spring 2009 set pci-

credit-hour rateto $1 46 for all students

not Fixed-fonFoui and raise tuition

cap from twelve hours to fifteen

Youre lucky ifyou started your

college career between Fall 2006 and

now since youre on the Fixed-for-

Four program and wont feel any

of these changes Your tuition will

not change for twelve consecutive

semesters flour ynnr date of entry If

you graduate in four years you have

nothing to worry about If you take

longer howevei the hrst semester of

your fifth year is going to leave your

wallet hurting So what does it mean

to the one-halfto one-third of students

who are not on that program
If you entered school pdor to

2006 like me orn tuition is going

BUILDINGS
-10 lOUSES 12 BEDS

HOUSE 120 TOTAL BEDS

PARKING
130 SPACES

New Community Center and

Dining Hail

Estimated Completion

Date August 20

rIP
This semester Spring 2009 Paid

Si30percredithour capped at twelve

credit hours and then dished out

about $465 for some fees For fifteen

honrs of classes this totaled $2025

Come Fall 2009 roy per-credthonr

rate is being raised to what was the

rate for Fall 2008 Fixed-for-Four

students $i 46 Couple this with the

tnitinn being capped at fifteen hours

instead of twelve and taking fifteen

or more linurs of classes \vill cost

you $2l90 Add the fees and you get

$2655 That means that all students

not on Fixed-for-Four will be paying

an extra $630 per semester for fifteen

hoins Ifvou just want to take twelve

hours you \vill be paying $i 92 mere

per semester Looking at what comes

out ofyour pocket in Fall 2009 you

wilt be paying between 9.5% and

more i2 hours and liours

respectivelyj than Fall 2008

Pretty alarming fight So now

you have two options either pay more

and graduate quicker or pay less and

stay in longer It tums out that waduat

lug quickei in the long run is actually

cheaper thantaking the miniirouii each

semester and paying less for tuition

This also tukes into account the fact

that you are able and willing to take

hours of classes and have the

ambition to do well iii tiielii Overload-

ingyourself while cheaperftnanciail

could cud up costing you clown the

road Hows that for cliché

Let me bring mi one subtle

pollt that conftised the hell out of in

aiieii was researching this article

the notion of what is fullthne

Tli is
irettit important since things

like insurance scholarsiups athletics

and financial ad have mmiiications

for those who are full-time as well

as part-time which is derivation of

hill-time talked to few high-level

administrators and got referred to

something even more authoritative

the University System of Georgia

Fleres quote from their 2009-2010

Tuition Frequently Asked Questions

document that should clear things

up For purposes of ftnancial aid

insurance athletics USG un

dergraduate students are considered

fuil-tinie ifthey are enrolled in at least

credithours in any semester and are

considered part time if enrolled hi

or fewer credit hours in any semester

The fact that students willbe charged

tuition forup to credit hours has no

effect on ftlltime student classifica

tion for the purposes of financial

aid insurance or athletics

Continued onNext Page

Teabags
Wait What Whats this

about Teabags Looks like

Adams gotten himself

talking about the term

and problems that go with

it Page

May 2nd 2009

Are you ready for this

We finally have our own

Street Fighter review

Check it out on..

Town Hail Meeting

Volume 63 issue

Confusing Tuition

second year students take classes

from the Design Foundations pro-

gram before being accepted into

the professional program This

building will facilitate conmiuni

cation between these students and

allow the building to be dedeated

to students in the professional pro-

gram
The building is 14500 sq ft

There are six studios with sixteen

desks each six faculty offices

286 seat Auditorium and an infor

PhofoprovJdedbyTownHofltvieeting

Over the next couple ofyears New Studio Annex and ETC Build-

students can anticipate more ing

functional lively ceo-friendly Estimated Completion
....-.- All h.l her

Photo provided by Town HuH Meeting

Special Interest Housing

Estimated Completion

Date August 20i0

SlHousing.jpg Wa-
tercolor of Special Interest Hous

ing image froni ppt

The ten new specai interest

houses will be open to anyone

Each house has

13
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Sean Fine

Editor-In-Chief

This issue of the Sting is dedi

cated to Julian Joseph software

engineer major student who died

due to heart complications during

the month of April Julian af
fected the Software Engineering

community On campus aiding

the Game Lab as worker and

in creating open play in the game

lab Julian also used to be writer

for this very newspaper

He was also friend to all

avid game fans having really

enjoyed video games especially

David Allen Spivak Copy
Editor

JesslcaMcNally

Jason Berman

Melanie Allen

The Sting is published semiweekly for the students faculty and staff

of Southern Polytechnic State University The Sting is an official

publication ofthe students of Southern Polytechnic State University

The ideas expressed herein are those ofthe Editor or ofthe individual

authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of students faculty

or staff at Southern Polytechnic State University or the University

System ofGeorgia All material in The Sting is property of Southern

Polytechnic State University and cannot be reproduced in any manna
without the express written consent of The Sting No advertisement

in The Stingrepresents an endorsement ofSouthern Polytechnic State

University or The Sting and neither The Sting nor Southern Polytech

nic State University is liable for any claims for products or services

made in advertisements herein

ADVERTISING INFORMATION

The local advertising rate ofThe Sting is $4 per column inch on paper
advertisements online are determined by frequency Advertisements

for service and professional organizations on campus are free but

mn-date is not guaranteed on paper To guarantee one ad rates
are

one half the local advertisement rate The Sting does not offer clas

sified advertising Advertisements must be submitted by the deadline

printed below To reserve space or for more information contact The

Sting at stingadvertisinggmail.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Sting welcomes letters praising or criticizing editorial policies or

opinions Letters should be typed orneatlyprinted double spaced and

should not exceed five hundred words Letters must include naiç
address and phone number for verification purposes but naméii
be withheld upon request Unsigned or unverified letters will not be

printed The Stingreserves the right to edit letters for style content

or size All letters are run on space-available basis Please send all

letters to The Sting Southern Polytechnic State University 1100 South

Marietta Pkwy Marietta GA 30060 or drop them in the box outside

of our office in A252 or e-mail stingeditorgmail.com

ORGANIZATIONS

Articles written by organizations to inform the campus of activities

and events are welcome Articles must be submitted in electronic

format e-maildisk by the deadline printed below All such articles

are subject to editing for style content and size and are run on

space-available basis

JOINING The Sting

Any student paying Activity Fees is eligible tojoin The Sting though

final decision is made by the Editor-in-Chief We prefer creative

students who have passed English 1101 Come to our meetings Fri

day at 1230 PM in A252 upstairs in the student center or call 678
15-73 10 This includes YOU all you so-called members that never

attend The Sting Its not job cause real job pays more

DEADLINE

Deadline for the next issue is The Weekend of June 12th at 1159

P.M Articles submitted after this time will not be printed in the next

issue of The Sting except through special permission

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Subscrintion to Tiw ctinc are S1 010 1U ner semeczter nr 111 bAA

an academicyear All subscriptions start with the first issue of the

succeeding semester Checks for subscriptions should be made pay-

able to The Sting Please subscribe Somebody Please

PRICE

The Sting offers to every student faculty staff member alumni and

officialvisitor ofSouthern Polytechnic State University copies of each

issue numbering up to 0.25% ofthe print run for the respective issue

Every copy above 0.25% is to be purchased according to price set

by The Sting Taking more copies ofan issue than 0.25% ofthe print

run ofa particular issue is THEFT and criminal offense
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David Sluder are loan limits so dont go too these measures being taken the

Free Lance Writer crazy university would have to cut pro-

grams cut faculty cut numbers

of hours offered and cut staff

You get to keep well rounded

and useful education Yes you

are paying more of the full share

of the cost of that education but

the product you will be getting

is not going to be compromised

by budget cuts Your earning

potential will remain at the same

high level it is currently Good

answer

The

Sting
www.thesting.org

Sean Fine Editor-in-Chief

image provided by Photobucket.corn

Jon Meek Web Manager

Christiaan Funkhouser

Jasmine King

TwiIà McConnell

Kevin Baker

The bottom line though is that

going to college is going to cost

more money 1-ligher cost means

that more students are going to

be seeking financial aid So what

does Gary Bush Director of

Financial Aid feel about all of

this Hes not worried He told

me the HOPE Scholarship still

covers all of tuition Pell grant

maximums are going up as well

as subsidized and unsubsidized

loan maximums There is plenty In closing let me share

offinancial aid to go around as conversation had with Steve

long as you qualify for it From Hamrick Registrar asked him

my own personal experience what if any the silver lining to

however beware that there all this was He said Without

Julian Joseph Memorial
fighting games Julian will truly

be missed Memorial was held

on FridayApril 17th and on April

8th Currently the Game Lab

is hosting Memorial for Julian

from May 1st until May 8th tak

ing donations for scholarship in

Julians namesu
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Cannabis vs
legalize it for medical use but let me stuffthatll plant you injail if youve

David Sluder
belabor the pomt by introducmg you got some on you actually turns these

Free Lance Writer
to Manuel Guzman signals off

lot of stereotypes pop into mind Manuel is researcher from Yippee Woo Hoo I-lip

when someone mentions P-O-T Its Madrid Spain who experiments with Hip Hccoray Lets not get carried

such dirty word that feel the need marijuana His experiments have away yet good friends This study

to spell it out rather than just come yielded somepretty impressive results was completed almost six years ago
out and say it DARE Partnership much more so than your high school and Imnotsure aboutyoubutl dont

for Drug Free America and other buddys experiments with marijuana rememberhearing damn thing about

organizations and individuals have and by high school buddy mean it Why might that be have seen

been rather successful in attaching you He has found that not only do plenty or articles linking cancerto this

stigmatotheplantlchemical/drug-not cannabinoids do the above they actu- and that It has been media topic for

to mentionthe factthatits illegal The ally inhibit growth ofcancerous cells good while now but how come this

reasons behind all of this are varied Now while am no biologist study never came up The answer to

Some callitagatewaydrug others say letme tryto explain what exactly hap- that is probably the same reason why
it impairs your judgment and people pens Cancer cells grow out ofeonirol no one cared to report on study with

who have tried it say it makes you because alittle switch insidethem that similar results back in 1974 What is

extremely lazy Im not here to argue tells themto die offis neverflipped Its that reason exactly Youre in college

mypositiononthe matterthough Im supposed to die ofi its all part ofthe use those critical thinking sldlls

writingthis article to introduce you the game oflife However cancer cells are So google Manuel Guzman do

reader to some rather important infor- hard-wired to stay on and reproduce some research and then form good

mationregardingcannabisthedrug so like bunnies THC thats right the opinion on what you think of medical

that the next time someone asks you chemical that gets you high helps to marijuana Then do something about

whetherit shouldbe illegalornot you flip
that switch so they quit reproduc- it In closing let me leave everyone

can make an infoimed decision ing and eventually die with quote by Thomas Jefferson If

Theargumentformedicalmari- Cancer cells also send out sig- people let government decide what

juana has oft been made by citing that nals to the bodyto promote angiogen- foods they eat and what medicines

its ingestion prevents nausea vomit- esis This causesthebodytobuildnew they take their bodies will soon be in

ing pain and stimulates appetite blood vessels guiding more nutrients as sorry state as are the souls ofthose

Id say those are all iood reasons to to the cancerous cells THC yej the who live under tyranny
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What Wish Would Have Known as Freshman
Christlian Funkhouser

Senior Staff Writer

This is my farewell address to you

guys As of the publication of this

article should be graduating

Ive been at Southern Polytechnic

State University for six years Ive

switched my major from our amaz

ing Architecture Department to

the major was much better suited

at intemational Studies Political

Science Concentration Throughout

these years Ive leamed lot that

wish to pass on to you guys

The first and most important

thing leamed was that as much

as people blame the Financial id

department for all of their money

woes its not their fault They have

very tough job making sure you
have your money when you need

it that they have to have some kind

of alternative for you if you dont

and that they have to know all the

answers to all your questions How-

ever most people who are angry at

them or talk bad about them leave

out the key part ofthe Financial Aid

departments job You You have

to take initiative Its up to you to

KNOW when you have to turn in

and fill out your FAFSA You can-

not simply fill it out and expect to

get your money from the federal

government the next day and then

blame the financial aid department

when it doesnt happen

Unlike many people Ive

never had problem with Financial

Aid every time Ive been Ive been

helped theyve gone beyond the

call of duty and have been more

Jarrett Bell

Senior Staff Writer

As of recently there has been

so much talk about whether or

not the United States is becom

ing more socialist One of the

reasons for this talk of social-

ism was Obamas comment of

spreading the wealth Later on
the talk has been continued by

Republicans and other dissidents

of the economic stimulus pack-

age that has been championed by

President Obama and passed by

the Democratic Congress The

talk continues to persist with the

mortgage plan from the Adminis

tration came out which was highly

controversial given the many
media outbursts in reference to it

However the question we need to

ask ourselves is do pure economic

systems truly exist

Let us first introduce some

definitions of the two economic

systems in question Capital-

ism according to the definition

on Wikipedia is an economic

system in \vhich wealth and the

means of producing wealth are

privately owned and controlled

rather than commonly publicly

or state-owned and controlled

Now let ns introduce the definition

ofsociaiism also from Wikipedia

broad set of economic theories

of social organization advocating

public or state ownership and

administration of the means of

than friendly and worked hard to

help me whenever need it am

so appreciative of our Financial Aid

department for that One ofthe big

issues that helped separate me from

the other people who have problems

is that turned things in early Id
fill out the FAFSA \vhen the time

came months before needed it At

the end ofthe semester Id check in

and make sure didnt need to do

anything this was until leamed

how things worked and were able

to complete everything at first and

then couple months BEFORE the

semester started during the sum-

mcr if it as fall Id drop in and

check to make sure everything was

alright We were able to correct any

problems BEFORE they become

problems

had problem every year

due to some kind of mistake on

my record that had to clarify

every year If hadnt have gone

in early and done things on time

wouldnt have been able to go to

school in many cases Its because

was proactive in my approach to

financial aid that was able to let

them do their jobs Its absurd for

people to think that with school of

over 4000 theft specific problem

that they caused and could have

been fixed had they done anything

about it can get pushedto the front

of the line The Financial Aid de

partment has procedures and ways

to do things like any bureaucracy

and its best to give them the time

to do it

So whenever you get an

mail from the and quote Fin

production and distributiOn of

goods and society characterized

by equality for all individuals

with fair or egalitarian method

of compensation

Given these definitions

believe that there is no such thing

as pure economic system in

practice.i do not believe that pure

capitalism and pure socialism can

exist in the world- either in the

past present or future However

before addressing that particular

statement let us look back at those

definitions In the definition of

capitalism it says the means of

produc ing wealth are privately

owned This particular part of

the definition is my prime reason

why pure capitalism cannot exist

in society

To understand this let us

consider that in order for someone

to be wealthy one typically is

educated Let us introduce boy

named Joe Joe has good parents

that are big on education but do

not have great amounts of money

to send him to private school

They send him to public school

froni elementary through high

school He graduates in the top

ten of his high school class He

attends undergraduate and gets

his degree He then continues to

graduate school and gets his mas

ters and then his Ph.D Finally he

lands job that pays six figures

Within ten years he works his way

up the corporate ladder and finds

Aid department read it if you

have any questions ask them they

are more than willing to be out

there aod help you Dont wait until

the last minute couple weeks

before the semester starts is NOT
the best time to start thinking about

financial aid think about it before

the semester ends and check up

on it just to make sure they dont

need anything from you Make snre

youre part of the solution not the

main factor in your financial aid

problems

The second thing wish

would have known as freshman

is that you cannot rely on the corn-

puters at school One of the best

investments you can make in your

college career is laptop with the

Microsoft Office suite on it DO
NOT rely on the school computers

DO NOT rely on school pñnters

Have your own Now that theyve

imposed the pay for print you end

up saving money having your own

printer you can have the peace of

mindthat youve printed itup your-

self without having to rush to find

computer that actually works ten

minutes before its due 40% of them

cannot turn on another 20% have

some kind of software problem or

arent connected to the network or

something that prevents you from

turning in your work on time USE

the computer labs as last resorts for

basic paper writing

Unlike the Financial Aid

department the workers in the com

puter labs save small percentage

of them are college students who

dont really care abont your prob

himself on the Board of Directors

of major company He is now
42 years old and he is worth more

than $10 million

While this is an extreme

example of how someone can

go to public school and become

very powerful person and it

is possible- it is what one makes

out of going to public school

Joe built his wealth through edu

cation- public education that is

However the way that he built his

wealth contradicts the definition

of capitalism as the definition

says that the means of produc

ing wealth are privately owned

and controlled However public

schools are not privately owned

and controlled they are con-

trolled by the State

Obamnas comment of

spreading the wealth which was

the primary driver ofthe conversa

tion is technically nothing new

Republicans and other dissidents

have no standing to complain

about the comments The United

States have been spreading the

wealth ever since the advent

of Income Taxes via the Con-

stitution back in i9l3 Income

Taxes started before 1913 but the

Sixteenth Amendment solidified

this fonn of taxation In crudest

terms the income taxes paid by

the population of America arc

used to pay for the government

to operate and to deliver services

to all Arncricans such as public

lems or ensuring the actual running

ofthe computers Most ofthe time

you can find them playing around

with something on their personal

computers while line forms and

they cleverly ignore you thats if

they dont have their headphones

on oblivious to the fact theyre sup-

posed to be working for you
Having your own computer

and printer is the best way to ensure

the grade on your paper thats due

at certain time isnt left up to the

work ethic of bunch of CS or

IT students who havent taken

shower in weeks and who ivould

rather be raiding an Allied village

than providing decent customer

service or maintaining the lab YOU
are supposed to be paying for

also wish would have

known about the BCMs parking

lot sooner For small fee of $35

semester 100/i of the proceeds

going to sununer missions you can

get your own specific parking spot

outside the reach of those pesky

parking police Regardless of your

religious beliefs we should all be

able to agree that building orphan-

ages and feeding the poor is very

noble cause and should be promot

ed Since the BCM is not governed

by SPSU your parking fees that are

tacked onto your tuition form of

theft in my opinion will not apply

and you arent allowed to park on

BCM grounds unless you have

paid However the tax deductable

donation to the BCMs Mission

fund will guarantee you parking

spot you can use in case all the

parking lots are full one day

schools public roads etc That

very idea is socialistic element-

yet all of us Democrats Repub

licans Independents whatever

party one is affiliated with- reap

the benefits of it

As for the companies and

financial markets we can see how
the injustices that ere done back

in the 800s with the railroad mo
nopoly and John Rockefellers

Standard Oil monopoly makes it

necessary to have regulatory laws

such as the Sherman Antitrust Act

and entities such as the Securi

ties and Exchange Commission

However having regulation like

we do now and back when the

first actions were taken to protect

consumers rom monopolistic

companies and frenzied investors

is clearly not in-line with pure

capitalism

However we must note that

pure socialism is not possible ci-

thcr While pure socialism could

work in theory like pure capital

ism cannot work in practice

Perhaps the largest problem with

pure socialism can be seen these

three ways- that it constricts

people who arc more outgoing

and more capable to being on the

same playing field as those who

are less capable or not willing to

exert the energies necessary to be

successful that it also forces those

who are successful and those who

have more wealth to subsidize

those who have less wealth re

Speaking of Christians for

you Christian organizations stay

away from Jesus Language like

Come fellowship with us Chris-

tians have enough of stigma as

weird people and it doesnt help

when we dont use regular Ian-

guage Im personally happy to see

lot more Christian organizations

than when first started and hope

that SPSU continues to be place

where people ofail creeds can meet

up and discuss their beliefs

Lastly want to encourage

all ofyou to know why you believe

what you do and stand for it Dont

suck up to professors theyve been

doing it while and can identify

with it Any professor worth their

pay or their degree should have no

problem \vith you disagreeing with

them and should encourage you

to not only question your beliefs

but also during appropriate times

question theirs There are three

professors Ive had that have been

on the exact opposite of the politi

cal spectrum as am on and Ive

respectfully disagreed with them

in class and with one professor

actually wrote my final term paper

justifying pretty much the exact

opposite ofwhat shed been teach-

ing i-Icr criticisms of Iny paper

helped me to better my arguments

and write much better paper than

initially would have in the end

the professors will respect you for

knowing why you believe \vhat you

do and for not sucking up
Have great day and rest of

your school career and may God

bless you

gardiess ofwhat the reason is that

everyone has control over all the

resources which includes ones

personal belongings whether its

tangible or intangible Simply put

pure socialism means uniformity

across the board

Pure socialism also does

not allow for free markets and

enterprise to occur Since pure

socialism advocates public or

state ownership and administra

tion companies that may exist in

pure socialistic atmosphere are

subject to the administration of the

corn pany by the public That trans

lates to the profits ofthe company

being owned by the public since

the public owns and administers

the company This goes together

with what was mentioned before-

that pure socialism advocates uni

formity and essentially prohibits

differentials in socioeconomic

classes of people

However believe the real

problem in why we cannot have

pure economic systems in real-

ity is because of human nature

Human beings arc naturally go-

ing to be competitive Humans

also arc very protective of their

own personal assets that arc of

value- whether it be monetary or

sentimental value Pure socialismn

essentially suppresses the com
petitivc nature of human beings as

it advocates evemyonc to be on the

same playing field even ifyou arc

more talented than the brother or

THE TENSTONE PAPERS
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the fact that strong regulatory ap

paratus would have to be in place to

ensure that no one is printing money
backed by gold that body doesnt

have Because the types who call

for return to the gold standard are

generally also the types who oppose

any type of government regulation

in finance have serious doubts

that such system could properly

be executed

To theprotesters who brought

their children to the teaparties with

signs bearing anti-spendingslogans

in hand here the deal Dont use

your kids as propaganda tools about

issues they have no grasp of That

really goes for anyone regardless of

the cause id say youre depriving

them day to learn at school but

If your aim is to not have to pay

any taxesat all you might love it in

Somalia You 11 be forced to enter

life of piracy which these mod

em times lacks the romance of eye

patches tn-corner hats or cocka

tiels because the lack of any form

of government or stable economy

gives you no other options but at

least you wont have the man keep-

ing you down

Ifyou re more ofa fiat tax

supporter you may want to know

that there are exactly zero industrial-

ized nations with working represen

tative governments who implement

such asystem You know who does

have flat taxRussiawhose post-

Soviet experiment in capitalism and

democracy has been made into

mean business here the deal Your

try at populist rage over rampant

government spending doesnt mean

jack squat Im cutting libertarians

break because know they spoke

up during the Bush Administra

tion about government spending to

anyone who would listen to them

Anyone who supported that admin

istrations ability to turn federal

surplus into record deficit in eight

years time however has very little

room to talk The fact is that neither

George Bush nor that conserva

tive demigod RonaidReagan could

come close to balancing budget

during their times in office Yet

conservatives wait until they lack

any political influence whatsoever

like in 1994 and the present day

-ii

sister sitting next to you Social-

ism also suppresses the protective

nature by completely removing the

idea ofhaving any personal assets

as the personally held assets are

against the principles advocated

by socialism

Continued on Next Page

Pure Economics
Continuted from Page

Pure capitalism capitalizes

on the competitiveness of human

nature On the other hand pure

capitalism endorses unfair com
petition as those who have the-

best talent the best education the

best methods what have you are

the ones that will ultimately have

the most control and influence

the most money etc Those who
do not have the best education

or have talents as everyone has
but do not know how to exercise

them or have some other type of

handicap will be at the short end

of the stick and will typically be

relegated to substandard set of

people This is where the differen

tiation between the people begins

and the divisiveness and inequal

ity occurs this is where regulatory

systems come in to protect those

who are less fortunate from po
tential abuse from those who are

in control

In any case we can continue

to debate this particular issue

However due to human nature

which consequently leads to the

inability to put any of these pure

economic systems into practice

the argument that says America is

becoming socialist is bogus This

country has mixture of capital-

istic and socialistic values That

is the only way that America can

be quasi-free market since free

market would intrinsically mean

no regulation yet prevent abuses

ofthe system Those who continue

to contend that America is rnov

ing towards socialism are also

the ones who use the byproducts

of socialist elements by using

public roads and schools- and

these same people are just as

double-sided and hypocritical

as the words that come out their

mouth If it is such an issue Qf

having socialist elements in

predominately capitalistic society

how about these people build and

pave their own roads build their

own schools and do everything

without public assistance- and see

how far they get

We live in country that

is united for the common good
of all who live here If America

was purely capitalist we would

be divided house of cards that

is bound to fall By the fact that

Americans look out for each

other we are both capitalist and

socialist in theory and practice

mixture of both is how America

has continued to be stable and

livable country that we all have

come to love
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Heres the Deal Teabagging Edition

OPINION

This pastApril 15 was Tax Day the

same day it is every year But this

year the day took on extra mean

ing as conservative and libertarian

activists gathered in cities across

the nation in series ofTea Party

protests Now while must com
mend these individuals for taking

part inthese right-wing pissing con-

tests heroic demonstrations against

government excess cant help but

notice confusion and be confused

over the details ofthese protests and

Im sure that many of you feel the

same way Therefore am going to

take closer look at these issues so

can tell you what the deal is Now
where to begin..

To the participants of these

protests who take offense to thejokes

made over the moniker assumed

by the protesters Teabaggers
here the deal You folks were the

ones who caine up with the term in

the first place Even if you werent

aware of the popular connotation of

the word teabag simple Google

search should have provided enough

of fact check for you to realize

that embracing that name as ral

lying cry would open the door for

pejoratives

To the Birthers movement

that questions the legitimacy of

Barack Obama citizensh4 which

had sizable presence at the tea

parties here the deal In the Eng
lish language noun can be used

as an adjective by itself before the

main noun that it modifies or it can

appear in its genitive form after the

main nounby adding the subordinat

ing of Therefore Certificate

of Live Birth as is issued in the

state of Hawaii can be altered to
be called Live Birth Certificate

Considering that the conservative
______

Media Research Center verified the

authenticity of Obamas birth cer-

tificate nearly year ago duringthe signs arehome-schooled andthis is robber barons and tyrannical pup- responsibility their own figureheads

presidential campaign its probably extra credit for them petmasterthat dominata everynook couldnt manage fromthe people on

good idea to put this conspiracyby To the many protesters who and cranny ofecrinomy and govern- theother side ofthe partisan divide

semantics rest evoked the original Boston Tea ment Then there are the various for- who are now in charge
To TexcsgovernorkickPerry Party message of No Taxation mer Eastern Bloó nations with flat Besides the obvious double

who voiced support for his state without Representation here tax whose economic growth in the standard in the anti-tax and spend
secession from the Union at tea the deal The colonists main gripe past two decades has come mostly message the duplicity of the van-

party in Austin here the deal against the British wasnt the no from the pipeline that sends billiOns ous other right-wing calling cards

understand that this is little before taxation part but the without ofWestemEuiopeanmoneyto those at the tea parties would be amusing

your timebut about 150 years ago representation part Rule oflaw in countries in exóhange formillions of if not for how troubling they were

group of states thought they had the British Empire in the late 1700s illegal itnmigrants Sound promis- First of all anyone with an under-

the right to secede in reaction to the was established by Parliament ing standing of political understanding
election of President whom they which the American colonies were No one likes to pay taxes No and grasp of2Oth century history

feared would use the federal gov- not allowed to send representative one likes to pay their power bill should know that it is impossible
emment to unjustly meddle in their to as well as by chief executive either But if you dont pay your for President Obama to be corn-

affairs There was along andbloody who assumed his powers by birth power bill your appliances dont munist socialist and fascist all

civil war fought on this notion Long governed by divine right and es- work and if you dont pay your at the same time but this seems to

story short the outcome ofthat war sentially answered to no one Unless taxes your government doesnt be what the teabaggers see him as

was thatthose states didnthave that you live in the District ofColumbia work The taxation issue has only Likewise it is also impossible for

right neither do you Rick which still does not have an official three outcomes to cut them without Obama to simultaneously show
To the protesters calling for representative to Congress you are reducing spending while borrowing disregard towards Israel while mas

the abolition oftheFederalReserve democratically represented both in money from foreignnations to make terminding the international Zionist

in the wake ofthe currentfinancial the legislature and in the executive up the gap what we did under the conspiracy fully respect the tea

crisis here the deal Im not going branch You might not like the ideo- Bush years to cut them and have party protesters First Amendment
to completely dismiss the notion of logicalpositions orparty affiliations the proverbial government small rights to free assembly but the lack

returning to the gold standard or of the members of those bodies enough to be drowned in bathtub of any cohesive message to come

some other value-backed monetary but so long as you voted or could and too small to do anything else out ofthese events allows me to feel

system although it should be noted vote in the previous elections your or to maintain balance between no remorse in exercising my First

that the Federal Reserves inability voicewas heard alongwith everyone taxing and spending requires give Amendment right to free speech to

to print money due to the rigidity of elses More people in your state or and take on both sides ofthe fence lampoon them thoroughly
the gold standard in place at the time district may have had different an act that doesnt lend itself well to

led to the bank failures that exacer- opinion than yours but thats how catchphrases

bated the Great Depression Where democracy works Finally to the majority ofcon
have serious problem over the On the taxation front now servatives who attended these tea

viability ofdecentralizedbanking is can bring up severaldifferentpoints parties to show thegovernment they
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This article will be no holds barred

Atlanta Georgia- one of the

most sprawljng cities in America

today Atlanta is clearly magnet for

business and people as both have

dramatically increased since the 996

SummerOlympiesAtlantaranks third

among American cities in the most

Fortune 500 companies within its

meiropohtan area The Globalinfion

and World Cities Study Group ranks

Atlanta as beta world city The At-

lanta-Sandy Spiings-Gainesvffle GA-

AL Combined StatisticalArea CSA
has more than 5.7 million people as

of2008 accordingto tI U.S Census

estimated data

With 5.7 million people living

intheAtianta-Sandy Springs-Gaines-

ville CSA everyone knows how bad

Atlantas traffic is whether you live

in the city or any side ofit Numerous

irticles flora Pu hcs and othei rrtaga

71OCS and 5k chutes ank Atlanta at tlic

top or near the top of tlie countrys

worst commutes Other articles say

that new companies are bypassing

Atiantabecause oftle traffiejams and

underdeveloped mass transit systems

The AJCran an article about Phoenix

Arizonas new mass transit system

and how Atlanta is di envy Other

cities such as Cliarlott and Dallas

are moving fonvard with their mass

We live in vorld that is held to

basic rules ofiogic that is compli

mcnted by emotion and rewards

innovation unless youre lib

eral Now use the little term

for liberal which is how Reagan

used the term and not the big

in political science Ive previously

written about the difference before

ifyoure curious In short what we

typically hear as conservative is

big Liberal whereas normally

what we hear as liberal is the little

liberal So from here on out

when the term liberal is used its

the little form Id also like to

clarify that Im speaking generally

Im speaking mainly about the core

philosophy that is liberalism not

specifkdily of individuals Many

good honest and sincere people

are liberals and firmly believe

that they have all the right inten

tions for their support of many of

these policies and they sincerely

mean no harm to anyone How-

ever sincerity not substitution for

the truth and these individuals are

the exception not the rule

Liberalism is hand in hand

with communism or socialism

both systems which have been

tried and are being tried and fail-

ing miserably see the former So-

viet Union and North Korea Lib

eralism is based on the misguided

idea that we can and should have

equality ofoutcome as opposed to

in-equality of outcome This idea

is fatally flawed in one major re

spect In order to have an equality

ofoutcome where everyone has to

transit systems whileAtlanta is being

lefl in the dust Finally as of recently

the Obama administration listed At-

lanta as the spot of high speed nil

transit hub with lines coming from

Charlotte and Jacksonville Howevei

the same article also saidthatthe State

of Georgia is wei behind states such

asNorth Carolinainplamtg forthese

high speed rail lines

Even vith ali ofthat the thing

that strikes me as ridiculously absurd

is the Georgia Department of Trans

portation GIDOT planning to put

tolis on the HOV lanes on 14 mile

stretch of 1-85 from the Perimeter at

Spaghetti Junction up through Gwin

nett County The HO\T lane will be

ealied High Occupancy Toll HOT
lanes This is in the midst ofthe lack

of action with the federal fUnds that

are to be used to create the high speed

rail line fiomAtlanta to Lovejoy and

possibly Macon
Do anyone smell rat Do

anyone see the backwards logic with

this situation This new toiling system

would make the current HOV lane

that is managed by congestion pric

ing At peak travel times in order to

use the lane the pri ce to use the lane

will increase as traffic increases to

discourage people hOITl using the lane

it guarantees free lane of traffic

People canying three or more people

inthe car would be able to use the lane

for free Other people \vantrng to use

the lane will have to pay for it

This is ridiculous proposal

as it will only compound the traffic

congestion on the 1-85 corridor The

people who currently ride the HOV
lane with two people which there are

many are notneeessariiy likely to pay

fee to use the lane That only puts

more traffic in the general purpose

lanes which will only result in longer

traffic jams for everyone else See-

ondly consider tolls on high\vay

as double tavation People inthe State

of Georgia are already paying for the

maintenance ofthe highways as weli

as adding additional capacity and oilier

upgrades Byhavingtolis on the HOV
lane the people are effectively being

taxed twice for son ething that they

should only be taxed once

We roust realize that solving

Atlantas traffic issue is paramount

to the quality of life attractiveness

of the city for businesses and people

alike and regional national and in-

teniational standing of the city What

part of that do state politicians NOT
understand Do \Te need to spell it out

for thenr-that itthe economic engine

of ileorgia being .Atianta starts los-

ing corporate business because of the

politicians in the Gold Dome being

ictuns of irierti then ill ot Georgia

\iill go dovin with the city They are

doing theAtlanta I.eion aod the entire

state disservice by continuing to

subscribe to the Car is King culture

emotions about injustice and fair-

ness however its only when the

language fits their agenda and

when actually examined theres

nothing compassionate and in fact

it only produced unhappiness and

problems Liberalism is plagued

with unintended consequences

It doesnt matter what happens

as long as the liberal feels good

about it

Ifyouve read my other aPi-

cle posed situation Alternative

Energies Afi cost more than the

traditional forms and proponents

ofAE state that if the government

simply taxes the traditional forms

then AE will become economically

viable then asked if anyone saw

problem with it After all AEs
are great to have right Its sup-

posedly better for the environment

as well as renewable etc However

whats the problem with that plan

The only way to make 20 cent

per energy unit PEU compete

with cent PEU is to make both

20 cents teah it makes AEs

more competitive but at the cost

of more expensive energy which

the cost WILLbe passed on to the

consumer The unintended con-

sequence is higher energy costs

urhich hurts everyone

imtold that its not fair that

there are people who snake inil

lions of dollars while make less

than whats considered to be pov

erty Im told that should be angry

when hear of this and to make

me feel better should demand that

those who are rich have their riches

taxed away until theyre brought

down to my level Do you all see

the despicable evilness of that

These incompetent dimwitted lead-

ers continue to believe that widening

of highways and instituting tolls on

existing lanes will somehow inagi

eally take ears off the road If mass

transit is not developed to be easier

cheaper and more convenient than

driving we will continue to choke on

traffic- ali because pohticians at the

Gold Dome are not ready and/or not

willing to commit to providing the

taxpayers with transportation options

The only viable solution to the traffic

issue is to expand and strengthen the

current rail system that is controlled

by MARTA
The amazingly underfunded

mass transit system MARTA re

lies on sales tax revenue from the

City of Atlanta Fulton County and

DeKaIb County to pay for operations

and capital expenditures However

With the current economy MARTA
can barely even ftmetion Notably

people fromGwinnett Clayton Cobb

Douglas Heniy Coveta and other

metro counties drive themselves to

NL4sRTA station awl use the system

then have the audacity to complain

ahout the sen /-i5 the largest mass

transit sste1i- in the Ijoited States

with no state finding it is painfully

obuous that MARTA sen cannot

be expanded to outlying areas or take

people to more places where they

need to go because of how they are

fnirled However none of the transit

Im supposedto be happy because

other people are suffering Instead

oftiying to and enabling me to get

to the point tp where can make

million dollars if want liberal-

ism seeks to make it to where NO
ONE except their elites can make

million dollars

personally dont feel like

putting in the work necessary to

make mIllions of dolliis have

higher priorities Id be content

makingunder $100000 solong as

could pay my bills and live corn-

fortably However know people

who want to make five times that

amount and they ant to get into

the corporate world work long

hours and climb up the corporate

ladder something to which

have no desire to do appreciate

and applaud my friends who have

those dreams and want to help

them reach their goals love the

fact they have that opportunity and

just because know Im not going

to make those amounts of money
its not my position to tell them

theyre bad because they do

However liberalism ian

concerned with the wellbeing

of others instead it plays on the

selfishness greed and laziness of

others to feed its lust for power
its always telling people theyre

not good enough theres no point

to try and penalizing success

However the masters of deeep

tion make it appear as if theyre

only helping and making things

better For years the minorities in

our society are consistently told

and reminded that theyre differ-

ent Theyre told that its much

harder for them and that only if

solutions that the Gold Dome is pro-

viding include anything about funding

/ATA or working with anything

mass transit The primary focus is

SIILL on highways and grossly lu

dierous uTesponsible proposals such

as HOT lanes

We must start embracing alter

nate fomis oftransportation it is time

that the people of the Atlanta region

have options Th ey need options on

how to get to places they need and

want to go Given the gas crisis of

2008 Atlanta was adversely affected

by the irrational pandemonium that

ensued as resuh of geopolitical

uncertainly and natural disasters

However if mass transit was read-

ily
available and able to lake people

places in convenient cheap and ef

feient manner the region would have

been better insulated and capable of

dealing \vith the calamity much better

than it did Do the Georgia politicians

see it Apparently not since they keep

fatting around \vith federal money and

playing footsie games with each other

while not moving anything forward

However they\vill start seeing \5hei

North irolin \Tn inn md othei

states start chopping away at Georgias

dominantpositioninthe South Fy the

time oro inept politicians realize it it

will be too late

they were different it would be

easier for them Minorities are

told that theyre not good enough

to make the grades ofthe majority

and are therefore held to different

standards which the majority of

the time is lower

Though these programs

claim to help minorities instead

they are handicapping them If

the requirement to ent college

is a2 witha 1600 ontheir SAT

it should be that way ALL around

not lowered for minority By

telling minority that they only

need 2.0 with 1400 does not

help the minority compete with

the other students it instead lowers

the standard and doesnt force the

minority to get better and compete

They are ill equipped to compete in

the classroom against people held

to higher standard instead of giv

ing the advantage to the minority it

does the exact OPPOSITE it gives

the advantage to the majority

An old saying goes give

man fish and feed him for

day but teach man to fish and

feed him for lifetime Liberals

condemn the conservatives for

wanting to teach the man to fish be-

cause the conservative isnt giving

They may even criticize the con-

servative for believing this \vay

have what want now screw

you But in the end whats more

compassionate iving someone

handout and making it to where

they become dependent on you
and cannot separate themselves

and in essence becoming slave

to you or equipping someone to

provide for themselves so they can

make their life better than you

CPINION
The Tenstone Papers
Solving Atlantas transportation problems
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The Middle
tfl 1v iILeLdusm un wrong
Chuistitan Funkhouser give the exhét same amount ot ef

Senior Skiff Jiter fort and everyone has to have the

interests of the other as the main

issue This is why communism

in the early church not Marxist-

Stalinism and small-scale corn-

munes of people with like minds

can work

The first settlers tried this in

their attempt to escape from Eng
land and throUgh their failures we

get the holiday of Thanksgiving

The original reason for thanksgiv

ing was not thanking the Indians

for sharing their food but rather

to celebrate the bounty the settlers

had BECAUSE they gave up the

false promises of communism
and embraced Capitalism First-

hand accounts from the diary of

William Bradford show this to be

the ease

Liberalism isnt based on

facts logic or experience If

it were and if it were held to

standards of history and reason

it would fail which is why Lib

eralism is based mainly on Emo
tion Liberalism is the emotional

abandonment of all logic reason

and historical evidence Anyone

with access to any history book

should be able to see that every

time communism Marxist-Lenin-

ism has been tried or liberals are

in control its failed to bring forth

any sort ofprosperity and has only

hurt those its intending to help

Soviet Russia Communist China

and North Korea left and are leav

ing millions dead in poverty as

well as huge inequalities between

the rich and poor

Liberalismuses the language

of compassion and plays on the
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conservative Manifesto
Christiian Funkhouser choice or political affiliation It as much money as want without

Senior StaffWriter
doesnt matter if you agree with being penalized demonized or

me my politics or my beliefs You have to worry about mob being

This is my last political article to are entitled to these rights and outside my house Or if want

appear in the Sting as student nothing or no ones opinion can should be able to be content with

and thought should provide an change that working enough to make my mini-

article that focuses on the positive And among these rights mumpayments and live paycheck

aspects of my beliefs as contrast are meaning that un-alienable to paycheckwhichever makes

to the mostly negative side Ive rights are not limited to these me happy

explained about liberalism The Life to the conservative This pursuit of happiness

conservatism Im speaking of in is sacred Life is something that is dampened by the government

my article today is the Reagan can never be created artificially intrusion into my life and the

supply side economic constitu- This is something all people are private sector When the gov
tional bound and restricted govern- entitled to Life is very special ernment places pay restrictions

merit movement that many people Whenever it is threatened it is the lends money to businesses seizes

believe in but dont realize itnot duty ofthe conservative to rise up companies forces companies to

the Conservatism that political and protect it This is why the end take money taxes me at higher

scientists would reference Im ofabortion is huge conservative rate penalizes me for paying my
seeking to clarify some miscon- issue It is not an issue ofreproduc- mortgage on time while rewarding

ceptions about us When use the tive choices or woman deciding those who dont When the govern-

term conservatives see as with what she can and cannot do with ment bases its budget of providing

liberals there are always excep- her own body Aside from the for providing welfare state on

tions and not everyone adheres fact that the child in her stomach the backs of small percentage of

strictly to these ideals has different set of DNA and hard-working taxpayers it does so

Conservatism holds at the other biological facts to discount simply because they make more

highest level the individual and the emotional justifications the than the government deems ap
that individuals freedoms pas- key issue is that human being is propriate

sions and their ability to exercise having their right given to them Conservatism nemesis

them in any way they see fit so by the sheer fact oftheir existence is liberalism in the modern day

long as it doesnt hurt other mdi- stolen from them To conserva- sense One belief tells you You
viduals Its very much modified tive it is not merely choice it is can do it the other tells you You
version of John Lockes harm the murder ofan innocent life can do it but only with me At

principle Conservatism was ar- Liberty is freedom free- the heart of conservatism is the

ticulated very well in the founding dom to do what you want with not belief that the individuals only

documents like the Declaration of only what you own but receiving hindrance is the individual and

Independence hold these the fruits ofyour labor For some- the government The government

truths to be self-evident that all one to tell you what to do with your cannot provide anything anything

men are created equal that they own property and enforce penal- the government has is BECAUSE
are endowed by their Creator with ties if you dont listen to them is the government was given it by
certain unalienable Rights that the antithesis to liberty Aside from the people or it has stolen it

among these are Life Liberty and only property its also the free- Conservatism unlike liberalism

the pursuit of Happiness dom to express yourself whether believes that the government can

Ill be using this sentence religiously through speech or and should only do what it is di-

penned by Thomas Jefferson as actions When conservatives see rected to by the constitution

the outline ofmy article We hold people having this fundamental It is not the governments
these truths to be self evident right being taken away from them job to insure the common welfare

meaning that what is about to be it not only bothers us but we see nor is it the governments respon
said is or should be basic common it as our duty to help them This is sibility to provide for its citizens

knowledge its clearly visible fundamental GOD given right When the government does this

without need for explanation that thats being stolen from someone people become dependent on it

ALL men are created equally We for another persons convenience When people become dependent

were created and we were created Thats what many people on government they lose one of

equally but we not all the same in do NOT understand about Neo- the most important things their

the sense that everyone is identical Conservatives or conservatives individuality Instead conserva

or that we should all conform We eagerness to go to war against tives seek to elevate everyone
were all created equally we all other countries and totalitarians Conservatives have been around

have strengths and weaknesses that If conservatives have the ability for long time always espousing

balance out And these differences to help those in need we are corn- the liberties and these God given

need to be celebrated not pointed pelled to Conservatives view the rights Here are some conserva

out and focused on What one war in Iraq not as one for oil but to tives summing up what we believe

person lacks in strength he may free human beings from someone in their own words

make up in intellect what another who was taking advantage of the That to secure these rights

may lack in the later two they may citizens he was supposed to be governments are instituted among
make up in strong work ethic To protecting Ifone researches what men deriving their just powers

conservatives these differences was happening in the Saddam run from the consent ofthe governed

are to be celebrated it allows all Iraq the actual torture chambers that whenever any form of govern-

of humanity to excel in what they the rape rooms the mass graves ment becomes destructive of these

do best its how they were created if that person were conserva- ends it is the right ofthe people to

and it would be wrong for us to tive they would conclude that it alter or abolish it Declaration of

say Youre not good because you was our moral obligation if for Independence 1776

earn money no other reason than because we When one starts poor as most

Endowed by their creator have the means to do so The fact do in the race of life free society

these things are given to us in- that it was in our national security is such that he know he can better

stilled within the very makeup of interests is bonus his condition am not ashamed

humanity With certain unalien- The pursuit of happiness to confess that 25 years ago was

able rights meaning NOTHING is often taken out of context and hired laborer mauling rails at

should ever question or come is many times interpreted that we work on flat boat just what

against these rights No one can should be able to do whatever we might happen to any poor mans
take these rights the fact youre want However conservatives see son Abraham Lincoln 1860

entitled to it away Even ifyou live this as the fundamental right to use This country believes in prosper-

in the most oppressive ofregimes our property including money ity It is absurd to suppose that it is

you by the sheer fact youre as we wish and the liberty to take envious of those who are already

human being are entitled to these care Of own selves in the way we prosperous The wise and correct

rights borders age race sex see fit Ifi want to should be able course to follow is taxation and all

religion creed culture lifestyle to work as hard as can and make other economic legislation is not

The Middle Cont
Why Liberalism is still wrong
Christiian Funkhouser vide for The government rewards

Senior StaffWriter sperm donors by not having to take

responsibility for their children

ever could What about the dignity through the ease of abortion and

thats lost when you cant even lack of need to provide for the

provide for yourself family hes abandoning THIS
However this doesnt mat- perpetuates cycle of destruction

ter to liberal Much like psy- and copying what happened to

chologically abusive partner the them Each generation is prom-
liberal beats down the victims self ised to be released by this cycle

esteem selfworth and drive to be but have become so dependent on

independent and convinces the vic- the government they cannot break

tim that they cannot survive with- from it

out the government that theyre If by some chance person
worth nothing apart from it and is fortunate enough to leave thecy
they cannot do it themselves They cle and commit the most heinous

then perpetuate these lies with of all crimes in the black commu
more lies based on twisted partial nity become conservative 4iey
truth Theres no point to try and are called all manner ofnames are

make yourselfbetter youll never shamed and impugned by both

make it Those in power will never the black community and liberals

let you get up there Look at leaders admire like Clar

Dont believe me Look at ence Thomas Condoleezza Rice
the black communities For count- and Shelby Steele just to name

less years black communities have few Theyre called uncle toms
been voting almost exclusively ....ui in
democrat Blacks are consistently liTi7 and other names that

told theyre going to be helped cant be printed Instead moral

by democrats and what have the leaders and great role models like

policies of the democrats done hip-hop rappers are promoted by
Hand in hand with hip-hop culture the liberals in order to further per-

the democratic policies designed petuate the cycle of destruction

to help the families have done However people in the black

nothing but destroy the family community look to liberals as their

The Government has taken the savior instead ofthe one enslaving

place ofthe provider ofthe family them Current theres voucher

rewarding girls both young and old program that allows inner city

for having children they cant pro- school kids in Washington DC
go to the same school that Obama

to destroy those who have already
sends his daughters to however

secured success but to create con-
the program will be ending in

ditions under which everyone will

year because of the restrictions
have better chance to be success-

put on the program that Obama has
ful Calvin Coolidge 1925

signed into law
If we lose freedom here there

For some reason an unequal
is no place to escape to This is

distribution ofwealth and services
the last stand on earth And this

is condemned as evil while an
idea that government is beholden

equal distribution of poverty and
to the people that it has no other

shoddy service is wanted and
source of power except to sover

touted as most compassionate
eign people is still the newest and

Instead of not taking as much of
most unique idea in all he long

our money more of it taken so
history ofman relation to man

the government can give portionWhether we believe in our capacity
ofit back Instead ofallowrng you

for self-government or whether we
to decide what to do with your own

abandon the America revolution
money and healthcare the govern-and confess that little intellectual
ment will manipulate the markets

elite in far-distant capital can
and drive up the cost of items

plan our lives for us better than we
through unneeded restrictions

can plan them ourselves Ronald
regulations etc and then present

Reagan 1964
itself as the savior

Thanks for reading my articles
Since the founding of this

throughout the years and pray
great nation we ye been nation

thatlife finds you well Remember
that holds Liberty Freedom and

were in the middle ofthe journey
Justice and it currently under

from death to life planning
attack The United States Gov

on continuing blog which can
ernment run by liberals under

be found at mr-funkhouser.xanga
the guise of fairness and with

corn
false sense of justice is abusing

plan on continuing to develop the
the power we give it through the

ideas of life love conservatism
constitution by politically attack-

and political science-type topics
ing private citizens engaging in

It my sincere hope that everyone mass acts ofextortion theft of our
who has read my articles has gotten

property and the promotion of the
something out of it it sparked

murder of mnocents through the
discussion and maybe even caused

false beliefs of liberation
people to question what they ye

been told to believe

know that my last number of ar

tides have been political in nature

but in these political times have

caused me to focus on the more

political aspect ofmy beliefs Im
planning on going to seminary in

the fall and would absolutely ap
preciate any prayers or support
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Fighting games have existed since

the dawn ofman ifnot in virtual

form then at least in the sense of

finding enj oyment by punching

each others light out Gladiators

Jousting boxing and wrestling

Luckily fighting video games were

invent so those luck athletic could

take joy in beating other people

but in 1991 Capcorn released

game that would change the flght

ing game genre as whole with

Street Fighter the first game

to allow players to choose from

numerous characters each vith

different abilities aud styles and

fight each other Now Capcom
has released Street Fighter after

prolonged delay of title after

Street Fighter Does it stand up

to the hype that the series has built

itself

Story Oh-boho Story

Story in Street Fighter game is

like raccoons living in the ocean

Something just doesnt work out

Street Fighter 4s plot takes

place between and taking the

liberty of bringing back as many

read nearly all characters from

Street Fighter 2and putting them

in even though their purpose in

the story is completely pointless

What the major plotline seems

to follow includes Bison coming

back to life for the n-tb time Ryu

still is boring wanderer who can

one shot someone and still not be

satisfied and probably more im
portantly fonner RA leader for

Bisons Shadaloo Organization

Seth has decided to take command

for himself

Heariug all of this was

thinking Huh hopefully well

have something like Street Fighter

Alphas endings that were you

know Endings Alas most

of the characters plots are com
pletely and utterly pointless For

instance Russian bear wrester and

fan-favorite Zaugiefs story is just

be goes into this tournament is to

prove that he is truly the greatest

to some kids it almost seems as

though if the character isnt re

lated to the villains in ANY way

possible their plot will be stupid

and unnecessary including half of

the new characters This isnt to

say tb at the entire plot is stupid

Im just saying that the games

presentation of the plot is stupid

but despite that there are still few

moments of Thats pretty cool

such as the silent battle between

Ryu and one old fighter

Gameplay In case youve
been living under rock since the

990s you might be surprised to

find that Street Fighter is popu
lar series and for good reason too

Even though other fighting game

titles have followed the similar

formula and in some respects taken

their own unique approaches to

the fighting game genre the Street

Fighter series has ahvays managed

to find something to make it stand

out In Street Fighter this came in

the fonn ofthe Parry system In the

Street Fighter Alpha series there

ters Now in Street Fighter we

have the Focus Attack System

The Focus Attack System

essenfially gives players an easy

to use parry that is less on timing

and more about charging its eas

ily done by pressing two medium

attack buttons at the same time

and the longer one holds it the

stronger level the attack becomes

from decent blow to chain into

other moves knock-out blow that

makes ones opponent fall to your

knees to guard breaking blow

that will leave ones opponent open

for almost anything In addition

xvhiie one is charging focus at-

tack theyll be able to absorb one

attack Read Sort of like pany
from their opponent which adds to

character Revenge meter more
on that later This isnt to say that

focus attacks are end all-be all

super move as all characters have

armor-breaking moves that can

shatter througb character focus

attack leaving them open for

assault and taking extra damage

even

Personally like the focus

attack It adds level of strategy

to matches and leads to some in-

teresting fights It helps that each

characters focus attack animation

differs giving some characters

longer range than others and aliovs

even some countering capabili

ties

Other changes made include

the introduction of revenge me-

ter in addition to super meter

The revenge gauge builds up as

character takes damage giving

characters access to Ultra Combo

attack which one can think of as

powerful means to attack back

and even the odds in fight so

player usually doesnt always feel

like theyre in one sided fight

Its interesting concept and all

the ultra combos are very flashy

rewarding players for using their

ultra attacks \visely

If there is something dont

like about the Ultra combos and

revenge gauge its what happened

to the Super meter It builds up the

same dealing damage to the other

player but theyre only limited to

one use of characters super at-

moves which are like boosted ver

sons of character special moves

with special properties done at the

cost of fraction of ones super

meter Furthennore it just seems

really boring when every character

has only one ultra and one super

which ore exception with Gen
since this is series over 20 years

old and they have so much material

to work with Ifnot give them more

super abihies then at least make it

so that everyones super move and

ultra move are actually different

its almost painful to see half the

characters have unique special

and unique special and the other

half their Ultra is just flashier

version of their super like Ryus
ultra Mettsn Hadouken being

just fancier Shinku Hadouken

Jtjust feels lazy

Other then those gripes the

game is still fUn with good online

connectivity and giving lots of little

things to do such as numerous time

attacks 01 survivals with special

rules and even challenge modes

to give players idea of possible

combos Additionally the games

balance is fairly good with eon-

stantly debatable tierlists if you

care abour that sort ofthing where

all the characters are fairly close in

fighting ability Overall the game

is good though its mistake to

walk in thinking itll be just like

previous Street Fighters

Graphics believe at least

90% offans who first sav the initial

teaser trailer Ivere really concemed

\sTl1eI they sav that the new Street

Fighter was going to be in 3d but

as more videos were released The

art style and graphics have come

to be some of the nicest looking

characters in fighting game with

surreal ink effect like Japanese

\vater color painting It really takes

eel-shading to very colorful level

with intricate details to each of the

characters and allowing some visu

ally stunrin camera work during

special moves Lip synehing is

obviously meant for the Japanese

track bu its works well enough

for the English track Speaking of

which..

other voices are pretty bad even for

Japanese Luckily you can alter-

nate for each character who speaks

English and nrho speak Japanese

though Im willing to bet there will

be people who change everyone to

Japanese because of some belief

that the English language is/al-

ways will be flawed Music is also

catchy with techno-themed remixes

of character themes while still

incorporating nice use of orches

tral instruments The soundtrack

ifyou were not at the Battle of the

Bands 2009 you missed quite

show Bands made up of members

of our own campus community

battled for the top spot in front of

substantial audience by SPSU

standards Between performances

members of the audience took the

stage in hieak-dancing and beat-

boxing competitions to show off

their skills and win free The Buzz

t-shirts The first place vinner

AwaysAway won gift cer

tificate The second place winner

Circadia won gift certificate

Ifyou arc musician or mu-

sic enthusiast make sure you keep

an eye out for The Buzzs events

The startlingly popular and active

organization currently boasts

members with 86 active and reg

istered on the wehsite Learn more

about The Buzz at buzz.spsu.edu

also includes unique tracks for the

separate stages that change accord-

lug the ho\v close one is to defeat

The game is also notorious for

possibly the most catchy boy-hand

sounding theme in game about

burly men heating each other up
Overall think the soundtrack is

very good giving enough ofa elas

sic throwback to the old 90s age

while still giving cool new themes

for both new characters and stages

My only qualm is that character

themes only seem to play during

the arcade mode dunn special

matches which is drag because

ii1i certain there are fans of Street

Fighter that want to hear more of

the character themes

Overall The game is lot of

fun providing lot of competitive

play that really separates casual

players fi.om more experienced

players yet it still remains fun

while players continue to train and

practice Im fairly certain this is

game that will continued to be

played especially if Capeom does

\vhat its known best for and make

numerous versions with more char-

acters While \vish they had some

more read at least one characters

from Street Fighter the package

we got is exceptional and plenty

offun 9/10

Street Fighter
Cin 37111 play it siicniKeii

\s crc numerous little tweaks such tack and yen then chances are In sonic cises the English oices

Editor-In-Chief as air blocking and Alpha eoun- its better to use characters LX fit their character perfectly while

image pmvideci by gamerncnccom

Battle of the Bands
Melanie lien

Staff fiter

Lead Singer of Aways Away
Photo provibeh by brLbino Carbon

Sound Voice acting varies

for both Japanese and English
The Bun

Pholo provided by Kdslino Corlstoo
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Resident Evil
Zombies just got upgrades
Kevin Baker

Staff Writer

Now know what youre probably

thinking by now Kevin zombies

cant be upgraded theyre undead
WRONG Forthe first and foremost

the zombies in this game are really

just infected citizens with new

strain ofthe Plagas virus fromResi

dent Evil Resident Evil is in the

format of the previous hit Resident

Evil over the shoulder third-per-

son action adventure game dont

call it survival horror anymore be-

cause after the first three and Code

Veronica they changed the format to

be more action oriented This in my
opinion was change for the best

but that is another story for another

time The one way to summarize this

game is be prepared for what you arm can see
have played before but with twist

why imate we
on it that keeps some originality

To get back to the main point

Story Youplay as Christopher
however the story is not the great-

Redfield Referred from here on as
est in the world but far from the

Chris who is currently on mission
worst that it could ever be enjoyed

as part ofthe Bioterrorism Security
this game and have played through

Assessment Alliance or B.S.A.A
it multiple times to earn all the

Traveling to the Kijuju region ofAf-
achievements believe anyone who

rica to arrest Bio-weapons dealer
is fan of Resident Evil will enjoy

named Ricardo Irving
this game for those that arent but

The B.S.A.A has assigned
enjoy good action game will not

partner form the Africa division
be disappointed either

to help you in this mission Enter
Game-play The controls

Sheva Alomar Sheva as the female
are easy to learn remember and

lead for this game who is packing
use You have the d-pad assigned

as much power in her character as
as quick extremes ofyour nine slot

Chris even with all of his history
inventory Middle top row Middle

from the previous Resident Evil
ofleft and right columns Middle of

Games Once you are equipped with
boftom row

your weapons you are sent oft to
This allows you to keep weap

deal with this Irving character You
or healing items as quick options

enter room with man whos been
to equip in dangerous situation or

given type of parasite orally that
when you needjust that perfect gun

turns him into raging madman out
for the fight Ybur left shoulder but-

for your blood Within few seconds
tons control your aiming and

of dispatching this first enemy the

your inife L2 respectively The
player and characters make the

right shoulder buttons fire or swing
relation between this parasite and

when aiming RI and allow you to
the Plaga virus from Resident Evil

view your map
Quickly enough you realize just The map is handy tool since

how powerful these zombies can
you can see where youre supposed

be moving at human speed if not
to go ii you get in winding cor

slightly faster
ridor or the like only to be turned

Youll progress through the
around while fighting the enemies

plot unlocking files and features
For the most part that previous situ-

through your way that allow view
ation wont occur but it is good to

into the history of Resident Evil
have Yourleft analog stick controls

These files range from the actual
movemeni and your right analog

history to character and bio-weapon
stick controls the camera to look

profiles The story takes major turn
around You can change the control-

in Chapter showing the major m-
ler scheme to fit your play style of

volvement ofa villain fromprevious
the four different types

games as well as the return of an
The reaction commands from

older character from two previous Resident Evil have returned and
games

to this day have found myself
This sets up the final chapter

still discovering different forms of
to be the most extreme type ofcom-

commands to use depending on this
bat have seen for some time in

situation For instance when fighting
video game involving just normal

the final boss in his first encounter
humans To give you an idea you

you can actually melee him if you
fight in hangar bay and can only ur iiim iirst did not discover this

damage the finalboss long enoughto
until was playing through on Pro-

give him an injection The previous
fessional Hardest Difficulty in the

actions result in quick time scene
game The enemies grow strongerwhere you have to press appropnate with each chapter depending on

commands or die instantly Finally
your periormance to peaic number

afteryouhave completed allthatyou
on scale of 1-10 with each dif

finish the fight inside volcano
ficulty having max and minimum

Yes you read that correctly inside
number Different types of enemies

volcano Even better for you isthat

begth showing up as you progressChris can move aboulder simplyby
including mutant cockroach/cricket

lifting and punching it with all his

hybrids called Reapers
might Considering he is smuggling

The enemies also gain better

ENTERTA

motion capture suits to provide the

Ifuilbody armor which best detail and fluid movements for

becomes pain if you dont have all the scenes Even some of the

magnum or shotgun equipped scenes that you figure would be

Luckily youre provided with cover fully digital CG creation are done

spots from which to duck and fire with motion capture This actually

from TheAl in the game for Sheva leads to full motion and realistic

is wonderful on any difficulty hay- movement about the characters

ing nearly perfect accuracy with during the scenes and game-play

any weapon she wields The bad portions The cinematic scenes are

part is that she delays before pulling some of the best have seen in

switches that require both people to long while rivaling the Onimusha

operate and often takes priority Demon Siege intro which looked

of killing threat over healing you like scene out of an actual movie

if needed This will lead to some at some points These graphics bring

frustration but the accuracy of this to life accompanied by wonderful

Al makes up for it lfyou dont feel story true work that results in

-.--.---

like playing with the Al then the wonderful game
game offers both online and offie Sound The sound in the

co-op play Overalithe game play is game is superb whether it be the

rather user friendlyand wont leave enemies sounds ofanger and mad-

you in frustration over trying to play ness to the screeching of Plagas

the game the nppirtg offlesh the clickmg of

Graphics For game that claws chattering ofmandibles All

is current generation console the these sounds for the enemies really

graphics are beautiful Detail atid immerse you in these environments

lighting provide the right atino- the gunsequally sounding as their

sphere given whatever tune of day real life counterparts

the scenarios take place in Each The score for the game is well

area shows thought and the right done and cues in at the right mo
amount ofcreativity placed into the ments ofcombat or story wise This

level order to tie it into the chapter lends itseifto the movie presentation

as well as provide some originality style It keeps the players in the

The monsters are detailed enough moment with the right sounds and

to make them all look wonderfully music to brmg that section to life al

well presented ifñot bit too well lowing the action to be experienced

at times properly on personal note was
All character and humandid on many occasions enjoying the

monster movements were done with themes that were playing while

full acting and motion capture The faced the various bosses throughout

actors were actually placed into the the game would often find myself

pausingjust to listen to the theme

Seriously the sound coupled with

the A.I of the enemies puts you in

the front seat of an action game
which is exactly what this game
needed to accomplish with the play

style it has

Replay Value This game of-

fers some of the best replay value

have seen in recent releases for

quite some time The game offers

achievements ranging from simply

beating the game to upgrading all

the weapons to obtaining all the

bonus figurines The game includes

four difficulty settings for playing

All of the difficulties have related

achievements as well as offering

unlocks for beating them

The story mode itself has

chapter select so you can play

whichever part of the game you
like or wish to improve your skills

on Each gun can be fully upgraded

allowing new guns to be unlocked

as well as to use points gained at the

end of each chapter to purchase the

infinite ammo option for each gun
Once you complete the game

for the first time you unlock The

Mercenaries mode This allows you
to play either single player or co-op

justlike the story modewhich puts

the characters against horde of

enemies to see how high of score

you can get It places roughly 150

enemies on each stage with different

areas spawning certain number of

ti

Image provideci

boss enemies for each merce

stage and different enemy
different point values There are

different characters you can unlock

by achieving an ranking on each

ofthe stages

These characters all have dif

ferent equipment allowing you to

experiment with different characters

or team combinations inorder to cre

ate an efficient way of scoring

Overall once you complete

the story earn all the achievements

and complete all the mercenaries

stages youll find that you have

donejust about everything Though
that seems like nothing much it

takes quite while to collect ev

erything for all the achievements

have completed everything but still

find myselfplaying the mercenaries

mode trying to find better strategies

and get higher scores


